The network flow optimization approach is offered for Bayesian segmentation of gray-scale and color images. It is supposed image pixels are characterized by a feature function taking finite number of arbitrary rational values (it can be either intensity values or other characteristics of images). The clusters of homogeneous pixels are described by labels with values in another set of rational numbers. They are assumed to be dependent and distributed according to either the exponential or the Gaussian Gibbs law. Instead traditionally used local neighborhoods of nearest pixels the completely connected graph of dependence of all pixels is employed for the Gibbs prior distributions.
Introduction
The segmentation of images and restoration of degraded images are branches of image processing that are now extensively studied for their evident practical importance as well as theoretical interest. There are many approaches to solution of these problems. We consider here methods of the Bayesian segmentation of images, which generalize methods of Bayesian image estimation [1, 2, 3] . Because of use of a prior information the methods of Bayesian image estimation would be methods of the first choice for many practical problems but unfortunately they are often difficult to compute. Until recently approximations of the Gibbs estimators have been usually available rather then their exact values. For last decade the significant progress in the Gibbs estimation have been achieved. In particular, the methods of discrete optimization for the high-dimensional Gibbs estimation and segmentation have been obtained [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . The methods developed allowed not only an efficient evaluation of the Gibbs estimates and but also their fast exact determination.
In this paper the problem of image segmentation is considered as a problem of cluster-analysis for the case of Gibbs prior distributions of clusters. There are enormous number of papers devoted to the problems of Bayesian cluster-analysis (see [10, 11, 12, 13] ). In some of them methods of classification with dependent clusters are presented [12, 13] . We consider the problem of classification of observations y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n (for instance, image intensities or texture characteristics of images etc.) with the feature function f (y i ) that takes finite number of rational values. The clusters are identified by appropriate rational labels (note at once that in the presented below models the case of rationaly valued feature functions and cluster labels is reduced to the case of functions and labels taking only integer values). The clusters are supposed dependent and distributed according to the Gibbs field (such type models occur frequently in image processing). The labeling Gibbs field is specified on the directed fully connected graph of all pixels (usually only graphs of connected nearest neighbors pixels were considered. Often it was finite d-dimensional regular lattices).
The discrete optimization methods that enable efficient determination of an exact solution of the segmentation problem are described. In the offered methods the problem of identification of the Gibbs classifiers is reduced, first, to the integer optimization problem and then to the problem of findind of the minimum cuts of special networks. The minimum cuts of the networks can be found by fast methods [9, 14] that take into consideration the specific character of the networks and allow execution in concurrent mode.
Description of Models
It can be easily seen that in models presented below the case of rationally valued feature functions and cluster labels is reduced to the case of integer classification. So, let an image y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ) be with the feature function f that takes finite number integer values in Z L = {0, 1, . . . , L} and let
be a set of allowable cluster labels. Suppose the image y is partitioned into k + 1 clusters (the number k + 1 instead of k is taken only to simplify formulas) and each cluster is specified by integer number j, (0 ≤ j ≤ k), as well as by an appropriate fixed integer label m j ∈ M.
The feature vector f = (f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n ) of image y is considered as a random variable with the non-identical exponential
The labels m i of clusters are supposed to be dependent random variables distributed according to the Gibbs field. The segmented image x = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } is specified on the fully connected directed graph G = (V, E) with the set of vertices V = {0, 1, . . . , n} and the set of directed arcs
It takes values in the space of labels M V , i.e. x i ∈ M, i ∈ V , and is either the exponential or the gaussian form
where c is the norming quantities (here and below different constant will be denoted by the same letter), the vector m = {m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n } and parameters β i,j ≥ 0.
Remark 1. (i) The Gibbs models considered are extentions of the Ising model. (ii) Note, that for some image processing problems the prior distribution p exp (x) is more preferable than Gaussian Gibbs one because of smaller blurring effect. Moreover, its identification turns out far more computationally efficient.
For the model with the exponential conditional distribution p m i,exp (f i ) and the exponential prior p exp (m) the Gibbs classifier is equal to
and respectively, for the model with the Gaussian conditional distribution p m i,gaus (f i ) and the Gaussian prior p gaus (m) the Gibbs classifier is of the form
In spite of clear posing the problem of finding exact values of the Gibbs classifiers m exp and m gaus for large samples is rather complicated. So, for instance, computer images, which are frequent objects of classification, usually consist up to 2 18 variables or more. Nevertheless, it turned out possible to compute efficiently (during polynomial time on the sample size n and number of clusters k) both of these classifiers. Theoretically, run-time for the first classifier does not exceed ckn 3 and for the second one is less than c(kn) 3 . For many applied problems real run-time was even of order O(nk). The efficient computation of the classifiers for the mixed model with the exponential conditional distributions p 
Computation of the Optimal Classifiers
In the case of two classes (k = 1) the Gibbs classifier m exp and m gaus coincide (since any Boolean variable b satisfies the identity b 2 = |b|). They can be evaluated by the network flow optimization methods [4, 15] . Moreover, in 1989 Greig, Porteous and Seheult [4] developed a heuristic network flow algorithm that is especially efficient for estimating the Boolean Gibbs estimator. These authors posed also the problem for the case more than 2 clusters. Recently we have described the multiresolution network flow minimum cut algorithm [9] that allows exact computation of Boolean classifiers as well as developed algorithms of computation of the mentioned Gibbs classifiers in general case. It turned out the network flow optimization methods can be used to identify m exp and m gaus even when k > 1.
Identification of m exp
Denote the function to be minimized by
The idea of the method is to represent the vector of labels of clusters m by the integer valued linear combination of Boolean vectors and then reduce the problem of integer minimization of the function U 1 (m) to the problem of Boolean minimization. The problem of Boolean minimization can be solved by the network flow optimization methods. Let for arbitrary integers µ and ν the indicator function 1 (µ≥ν) be equal to 1 if µ ≥ ν and be equal to 0 otherwise. For any µ ∈ M and Boolean variables x(l) = 1
is valid, and vice versa, any non-increasing sequence of the Boolean variables x(1) ≥ x(2) ≥ . . . ≥ x(k) specifies the label µ ∈ M by the formula (3). By analogy, the feature functions f i are represented as sums
Let for l = 1 ÷ k the vector x(l) = (x 1 (l), x 2 (l), . . . , x n (l)) be Boolean, the vector z(l) = (z 1 (l), . . . , z n (l) be with coordinates
and the norm of the vector |x| = n i=1 |x i |, then the following proposition is satisfied.
Proposition 1. For any integers ν
holds true. Therefore, for any feature vector f ∈ Z V L and the Boolean vector
the function U 1 (m) can be written in the form
where for n-dimensional Boolean vector b functions
Denote byx
Boolean solutions that minimize the functions u(l, b). For two vectors v and w we will write v ≥ w if all corresponding pairs of their coordinates satisfy the inequality v i ≥ w i , (i = 1 ÷ n) and will write v w if there exist at least two different pairs such that v i ≥ w i and v j < w j . Note that
, and what is more, for some integer 1 ≤ κ ≤ k their coordinates satisfy the following condition
It is easy to show that in general the solutionsx(l) of the (5) are not ordered. Nevertheless, without fail there is at least one non-increasing sequencě x(l) of solutions of (5).
Theorem 2. There is a non-increasing sequencex(1) ≥x(2) ≥ . . . ≥x(k) of solutions of (5).
Some structural properties of the set of solutionsx(l) are presented in (1), . . . ,x(k) is any unordered sequence of solutions of (5) the ordered sequence of solutions can be derived from it by the logical operation ∧, ∨ like one-dimensional variational series
But it is easy to see the sum of ordered solutionš x(l) is a solution of (1).
The problem of computing Boolean solutionsx(l) is familiar in the discrete optimization [4] . It is equivalent to identification of the minimum cuts for specially built networks. There are fast algorithms to compute them [9, 14] .
Identification of m gaus
Now denote the function to be minimized by
To find a solution m gaus that minimizes the function U 2 (m) the representation of the vector of cluster labels m by the integer valued linear combination of Boolean vectors is used once more. Then the problem of integer minimization of the function U 2 (m) is reduced to the problem of Boolean minimization. Denote for brevity
). The vector m can be represented by the formula (3) as the linear combination m(0) + k l=1 a l x(l) of Boolean vectors x(l) = (x 1 (l), x 2 (l), . . . , x n (l)), and the function U 2 can be written in the form (1), . . . , x(k) ), where the polynomial of Boolean variables P (x(1), . . . , x(k)) after cancellation is written as
Note that it has the same points of minimum as U 2 (m). Let us consider another polynomial of Boolean variables
such that Q(x(1), . . . , x(k)) ≥ P (x(1), . . . , x(k)) and which differs from P by the term 1≤τ <l≤k d l,τ x i (l) in the second line. Denote by
any collection of Boolean vectors that minimizes Q(x(1), . . . ,
. This feature allows expressing solutions of the initial problem as m gaus = L−1 l=1 q * (l).
) that minimizes Q forms the nonincreasing sequence.
The polynomials P and Q have the same set of ordered solutions and, therefore, each solution m gaus is specified by the formula m gaus = k l=1 q * (l).
Theorem 5 allows determination of the classifier m gaus by the Boolean minimization of the polynomial Q. Unlike P this polynomial can be minimized directly by the minimum network cut algorithms [4, 9] . The appropriate network is described in [8] .
Applications
Here we show several numerical tests as well as a resust of segmentation of a real 3D US-imade of size 196 × 215 × 301.
The original 2D gray-scale image in Figure 1a In Figure 2a the slice of original 3D US-image of the thyroid gland is depicted. Its contour that was done by expert is drown in Figure 2a 
Conclusion
In the paper the Bayesian methods of segmentation and estimation of grayscale and color images are presented. For both of them it is supposed feature function of images and labels of segments take finite number of rational (possibly, different) values and they are distributed according to either the exponential Gibbs or the Gaussian Gibbs distribution. The numerical tests showed the methods developed allow solution problems of practical segmentation and Gibbs estimation of images of large sizes.
